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CRAVING : No Longer A Phenomenon
Now back in the 1930's (the Phenomenon of Craving) was part of the Doctor's Opinion. In the 1930's they knew
very little about metabolism. Today they know lots about it. Metabolism: 1) Today they know that if you put
anything in your system such as a piece of bread or a piece of beefsteak, that the mind and body recognizes
what that is. And…
2) Certain organs in the body begin to produce some things called enzymes.
3) These enzymes attack that food and begin to break it down and separate it into useable and nonuseable
items.
4) What the body can use such as the proteins, amino acids and vitamins - the body will retain.
5) What it can't use it will dissipate through the urinary and intestinal tract.
They call that metabolism. Today they have proven that The Doctor's Opinion is no longer just an opinion, its
actually true. And just to stress the obvious: this is not “official” A.A. information. A.A. won't get involved into
why we're allergic, because that “outside issue” might bring controversy. But this information, which was presented a few years ago by members of the medical community, is so interesting and has such depth and meaning for people like us, I think we would be remiss if we didn't look at it. So let's look at it for just a moment.
Take for example, the group of “normal/social” drinkers who are able to drink “safely”. They are at ease with
alcohol. They take a drink or two, and their mind and body sense it, the enzyme production starts, and the enzymes attack the alcohol, 1st Stage: The enzymes breaks it down into acetaldehyde, 2nd Stage: then to diacetic
acid, 3rd Stage: then to acetone. Final Stage: In the final stages it becomes a simple carbohydrate made up of water, sugar, and carbon dioxide. - The water would be dissipated through the urinary and intestinal tract - The
sugar is a form of energy which the body will burn and store the excess as fat to be used at a later date - The carbon dioxide will be dissipated through the lungs. In the normal social drinker this takes place at the rate of approximately one ounce per hour. While it varies with different people, the average seems to be about one ounce
per hour. And if they don't drink more than an once per hour >>> they can't get drunk. Their body metabolizes
it, burns it up and gets rid of it at that rate. Very seldom do you see a social drinker consuming more than an
once per hour. If you're with one of them and they're drinking more than an ounce an hour, you better get out of
the way. Cause they're going to puke on you after a while. They'll either go to sleep or they'll puke on you, one
of the two, every time.
Cont. pg. 3
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3nd Step “ Made a decision to turn our will and lives over to the care of God as
we understand Him”

3nd Tradition “ The only requirement for A.A. membership is a desire to stop
drinking.
3nd Promise “We will not regert the past nor wish to shut the door on it.”

R.I.P.
Ron “Pigpen” McKernan Age 27 Vocals, Organ,
Harmonia. Unlike the other members of the Grateful
Dead, McKernan avoided psychedelic drugs, preferring to
drink alcohol (namely whiskey and flavored fortified
wine). By 1971, his health had been affected by alcoholism
and liver damage and doctors advised him to stop touring.
Following a hiatus, he resumed touring with the group in
December 1971 but was forced to retire from touring altogether in June 1972. He subsequently broke off all personal relationships with the band, explaining "I don't want
you around when I die."McKernan was found dead of
a gastrointestinal hemorrhage on March 8, 1973, aged 27,
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Now, lets look at the Alcoholic, the one who cannot drink with impunity - he's at dis-ease with alcohol. And that separates
us from the norm.
When alcoholics put it in our body, the same thing happens. Their mind and body sense it, the enzyme production starts,
and the enzymes attack the alcohol,,
l st Stage: break it down to acetaldehyde,
2nd Stage: then to diacetic acid,
3rd Stage: then to acetone. final stage: - - - - - - - - - - ->>It seems as though, in our bodies, the enxymes necessary to break it
down from acetone to the simple carbohydrate, are not as they are in the body of the nonalcoholic. Therefore it stays in our
body for a longer period of time as acetone. And: It is proven today, that acetone ingested into the human system that remains there for an appreciable period of time, produce an actual physical craving for more of the same. This shows how
alcohol is not completely processed through the alcoholic's body, and the resulting havoc it creates. In a non-alcoholic's
body, that acetone goes through that final stage of conversion to simple carbohydrate so rapidly that the craving never occurs. ---- In our body it stays there long enough, thereby allowing that craving to develop – which demands a second
drink….etc The Alcoholic’s acetone level goes up - and if the acetone is what causes the craving, then the craving becomes
harder with a second drink. Now you put in the third, and the acetone increases, causing the craving to intensify, and that
demands a fourth >>>>>>as the acetone level increases with each drink, the craving becomes greater and greater and greater Because the more you drink, the greater the craving……it’s just endless once it starts. And , we know that Alcoholism is a
progressive disease. This is true whether we are drinking, or sober twenty some odd years. In relation to the physical aspect, for each year that we grow a little older in sobriety, our bodies grow older too. And as the body ages, the production of
enzymes needed to break down alcohol, slows down as well. If an alcoholic picks up a drink after twenty years of sobriety,
the acetone that will now remain longer in his system will trigger stronger cravings than he has ever felt before. The drinking will be much worse and it will be much harder to stop if he so desires. We do not pick up where we left off; we pick up
as if we never stopped. So not only do we have a physical illness, but it is progressive because of: (a) damage to the body,
and also (b) due to the aging factor. Now that we can see that, we can hopefully accept the fact that we can no longer successfully drink alcohol. Until we could see this we always felt there had to be a way we could drink without getting drunk,
and it damn near kills us. But now that we can see this - we can more readily accept the fact that we can no longer drink like
“other people.
from : “Need It Want It Do It” / hhe3.20.21
What is the difference between obsession and craving?
What we are experiencing is mental obsession, which is what happens after the craving occurs. It's the daily
racing thoughts of when you're going to get your next fix or how much you wish you had your substance of
choice right now. Calling it a craving can trick our minds into thinking we're doomed to fail again.
What does the big book say about cravings?
“All the different classifications of alcoholics have ONE symptom in common: they CANNOT start drinking
without developing the phenomenon of craving”.
Why does the brain crave?
We crave sugar, alcohol, or substances because our minds seek to recapture the feeling we have when we
take in sugar, alcohol, or substances. Repeated consumption of the substance of our choice alters our
brain's chemistry. Our brain remembers pleasure.
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A.A. Timeline

3-3 Zandra 3-10 Ike S. 3-17 Joe B.
3-24 Kenny M. 3-31 Nicole H.

The Exiting Strategy—Sometimes our surroundings are part of the trigger
for a craving. So change your surroundings. Either physically leave (even
just briefly) or alter your environment in other ways, like switching seats,
adjusting the lighting, or putting on music.

Charles Barnes Towns (1862–1947)
conducted experimentation with cures
for alcoholism and drug addiction, and
helped draft drug control legislation in
the United States during the early
20th century.
Charles B. Towns Hospital was located
at 293 Central Park West in Manhattan.Towns started the hospital in 1901, and the roaring
twenties and the increase in alcoholism made it successful
1970s punk rocker Richard Jobson wrote and directed this vivid and powerful autobiographical
portrait of a boozing and brawling Scottish youth
(Kevin McKidd) who tries to redeem himself after
falling for an art student.

1849 Swedish physician Magnus Huss, coined
the word alcoholism in his writings titled Alcoholismus Chronicus (Chronic Alcoholism)
and Chronische Alkohols Krankheit (Chronic
Alcohol-Sickness) It took nearly a century for
Dr Huss’ new term, and the accompanying
term alcoholic to achieve widespread usage in
America.
1852 The term Skid Row derived from a section of Seattle, WA. A sawmill built in Pioneer
Square near Puget Sound used skids (tracks of
peeled logs) to get the timber to the mill. The
area became home to vagrants and destitute
alcoholics. It was known first as “Skid Road”
and later as “Skid Row.”
1862 Charles B. Towns was born on a small
farm in central GA.
1864 Bill Wilson’s great uncle Waldow Barrows
was killed in the Civil War Battle of the Wilderness.
1872 Oct, Jerry McAuley opened the Water St
Mission in the notorious Fourth Ward of NYC.
It marked the beginning of the urban mission
movement. The movement, which spread
across America by the Salvation Army, focused its message to the Skid Row alcoholic.
When McAuley passed away (in 1884) S H Hadley succeeded him. Hadley’s example of recovery from alcoholism was cited in William
James’ book The Varieties of Religious Experience. Hadley’s son, Harry, later collaborated
with Rev Sam Shoemaker to establish a rescue
mission at Calvary Episcopal Church in NYC.

1920
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Joy

peace

grace

security

serenity

wisdom

meetings

sponsorship
acceptance

homegroup
real happiness

gods help

service work

the promises

reaching out

helping newcomers
one day at a time
it works if you work it
spiritual experience
open mindedness
put in the work
out of isolation
stick with the winners
obsession lifted
keep coming back
Let’s ask Bill
Question #8

Puzzle by Leann L.

What about the alcoholic who says that he cannot possibly believe in God?
Answer

A great many of them come to A.A. and they say that they are trapped. By this they mean that we have convinced them
that they are fatally ill, yet they cannot accept a belief in God and His grace as a means of recovery. Happily this does not
prove to be an impossible dilemma at all. We simply suggest that the newcomers take an easy stance and an open mind;
that he proceeds to practice those parts of the Twelve Steps that anyone’s common sense would readily recommend. He
can certainly admit that he is an alcoholic; that he ought to make a moral inventory; that he ought to discuss his defects
with another person; that he should make restitution for harms done; and that he can be helpful to other alcoholics.
We emphasize the ‘open mind,’ that at least he should admit that there might be a ‘Higher Power.’ He can certainly admit
that he is not God, nor is mankind in general. If he wishes he could place his own dependence upon his own A.A. group.
That group is certainly a “Higher Power,” so far as recovery from alcoholism is concerned. If these reasonable conditions
are met, he then finds himself released from the compulsion to drink; he discovers that his motivations have been changed
far out of proportion to anything that could have been achieved by a simple association with us or by any practice of a little
more honesty, humility, tolerance, and helpfulness. Little by little he becomes aware that a “Higher Power” is indeed at
work. In a matter of months, or at least in a year or two, he is talking freely about God as he understands Him. He has received the gift of God’s grace – and he knows it. (N.C.C.A., Blue Book, Vol.12, 1960)
“It was a really horrible nightmare,” said Dr Bob in Pass It On. “Getting liquor, smuggling it home, getting drunk, morning
jitters, taking large doses of sedatives to make it possible for me to earn more money, and so on, ad nauseam.”
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Taking advantage of technological advances, for
example, A.A. members with computers can participate in meetings online, sharing with fellow alcoholics across the country or around the world. In
any meeting, anywhere, A.A.’s share experience,
strength, and hope with each other, in order to
stay sober and help other alcoholics. Modem-tomodem or face-to-face, A.A.’s speak the language
of the heart in all its power and simplicity.
“ Foreword to Big Book Fourth Edition”

“

but eventually get myself

so messed up in tanglefoot that
I’d lose another job”
12 and 12 pg. 326

Everything AA

The Monroe Area Intergroup currently
meets on the second Thursday of each
month at 6:00 pm at the United Way Building, 216 Monroe Street, Monroe, MI. Attendance is encouraged and open to all AA members.

A great All in One
A.A. app for your
phone.

Websites of interest
www.aagrapevine.org The Grapevine magazine of the GSO New York.
www.hindsfoot.org

History, essays, books.

www.aahistory.com

www.silkworth.net Hours of cool & interesting stuff. Some free Joe &
Charlie tapes, Talks by Bill & Bob.

Joe & Charlie tapes are available as apps on Google play & Apple store.
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